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ABSTRACT 

We present in this paper the tridimensional Mcnte Carlo code TRIPOLI 2 
wich solve transport problems for neutrons or gamma rays. This code 
is used either for shielding calculations with deep penetration or for 
core calculations with fixed sources or for critical or subcritical 
problems. The principal block diagram of the system is given. 
We discribe successively the geometry characteristics, the cross 
sections utilization, the weighting, the source distribution and the 
results obtained by the code. " . 

INTRODUCTION 

TRIPOLI solves the transport equation'1 for neutrons or gamma rays 
in tridimensional geometrical configurations. TRIPOLI uses the Monte 
Carlo method. This method allows to treat, exactly the geometrical 
configurations, the energy losses and the scattering laws. 

TRIPOLI 2 allows to treat the following problems : 
! ' 

- gamma transport problems 
- neutron transport problems with fixed source, the problems can be 

time dependent or not 
- critical problems without fixed source and research of multiplication o 

factor due to fissions 
- subcritical problems with fixed source and with multiplication by 

fission. 
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These problems can be separate in two types : 

- first type, shielding problems essentially with deep penetration 
and streaming through voids. Biasing technics are used to reduce 
the computing time 

- second type, core problems for cell calculations or for small core 
calculations. In this case, it is necessary to have a fine repre-
sentation of the cross sections. The thermalizatian is also treated 
exactly. 

In Saclay both types of application are used. n 

(1) 
The starting of the conception of TRIPOLI was in nineteen sixty 

five and the first version of the code was operational in sixty eight. 
The code was written for IBM 360.50 and used 270 Kilo bytes only. It 
was essentialy devoted to shielding applications. The first applications 
we made, concerned fast breeder reactor and irradiation loops. We studied 
in particul ar the fast neutron facility HARMQIMIE and the fast breeder 
reactor PHENIX : flux on ionisation chambers and activation of the 
secondary sodium. We calculated also spectra and dammage rates for 
irradiation reactors such as PEGASE, RAPSODIE, OSIRIS, 0100. Some 
shield design were made using TRIPOLI calculations. 

In seventy four we added to TRIPOLI the thermalization and the 
fine treatment of the resonances between 6 KeV and 5 eV. This addilion 
allowed to treat cell calculations and small core calculations. The 
self shielding of the cross sections is now treate'd exactly. The cross 
sections were coming from UKNDL. 

In seventy^five we added the time to the particle parameters. We 
treat now time dependent problems essentialy for physical applications. 
The biasing was developped and we make still improvements in the biasing 
field. 
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In seventy six we added ths fission and we treated the first 
critical problems. We made essentially benchmark for 'cell calculations 

j 
and for instance we calculated the control rods efficiency for the 
reactor ORPHEE. In seventy six also, we modified ^RIPOLlJj'and its cross 
section file to treat gamma problems. 

Finally in seventy nine, the code used ENDF/B cross sections and 
it was allowed to treat subcritical problems i.e. problems with external 
sources and multiplication per fission. 

Actually we are still developping biasing technics and differential 
effect calculations by correlated sampling method. 

It is planned to put in TRIPOLI a combinatory geometry with 
several level of heterogeneity. This will simplify the input data 
essentialy for core calculations. 

TRIPOLI 2 system contains now sixty four thousand cards and 
forty five thousand cards for the cross section processing from ENDF/B. 

THE TRIPDLI SYSTEM 

Let us examine now the TRIPOLI system. The TRIPOLI system contains 
the code TRIPOLI itself, which solves the transport problem completely 
and some auxiliary codes. These auxiliary codes are facilities given to 
the user, but are not essential to solve a transport problem. 

It has been made possible to divide the total job into separate 
o 

stages. Thus the user has the option of either executing all or only 
a portion of the total calculation. The transfer of information from one 
stage to the following one is done byf . "e such as magnetic tape or disk. 
This capability gives greater flexibility and security to the programm. 
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Jil 
! 

There are two types of stages in the TRIPOLI system : the task 
and the phase. 

(! 

The task consists to execute TRIPOLI itself or one auxiliary code. 
Some very important tasks, as LINDA and TRIPOLI are divided in phases. 
For example, TRIPOLI is divided in six phases : < 

SECTA or MACROS, SECTP, GEOM, TEST GEOM, SOURCE, MONTEC. These phases 
are written in the lower part of the picture 1. 

Let us examine now the tasks. There are in the upper part of the picture 
1 . 

C0LLF7 uses one or several collision tapes produced by TRIPOLI. These 
tapes contain the characteristics of all events occured in the history 
of each particle. From this information COLLFI computes fluxes, spectra, 
reaction rates in several energy groups or time intervals and for several 
volumes in space. 

MIXER carries out the management of the results from several TRIPOLI 
calculations [linear combination or addition of several results, conca-
tenation of results]. 

r 

ANALYSE prints and plots on a BENSON or on listing the total" cross o 
sections of the materials and the response functions used in calculating 
the activities. In option, ANALYSE print out the details of the table of 
nuclear interactions. 

o V 
SPECTRE makes the plotting on a BENSON of the spectra calculated by 
TRIPOLI with optionally any reduction in the number of energy groups. 

V1SPAR visualizes histories or collisions undergone by certain particles 
selected from the population in accordance with certain criteria. The 
collision points of the particles of interest are projected on to any 

o ° 
plane0given by the user. 
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Among the selection criteria let us cite : 

1) identification of particles which contribute to a given result in*one 
portion of the geometry. Thus it (is possible to retrace the history 
q,f these particles which makes possible to visualize the preferred 
passage ways of the particles contributing to the result. 

2) detection of the assembly of points in phase space which correspond 
to a bad choice of the importance function. 

l/ZSPAR 

LINVA 

BIBLIO 

TRIPOLI 

FLUXPT 

helps to choose the weighting. VISPAR uses a collision tape. 

makes the management and the production of cross sections from 
ENDF/B. Jean GONNORD will talk to you about this program. 

this program combines or reduces several LINDA libraries and 
products, if necessary, partial LINDA libraries for a given 
category of problems. BIBLID prepares also the gamma rays 
production cross sections. 

makes the preparation of all data (cross section, weighting, 
geometry, source) used for the calculation. TRIPOLI realizes 
the simulation of the particle histories and prints the 
results : fluxes, spectra, reaction rates with their standard 
deviation. 

computes the uncollided flux after each collision using the 
collision tape as COLLFI. From this flux, FLUXPT calculates 
spectra and reaction rates in several energy groups or several 
time intervals. FLUXPT can be use only for shielding problems. 

RETRAITEMEWT RETRAITEMENT is a program whose constants are analytic 
instructions involving results, spectra, reaction rates, from 
one or several TRIPOLI calculations. It makes it possible to 
avoid all manual calculations when the results are used. The 
language used in RETRAITEMENT is called FORTRI for FORMULATION 
TRIPOLI. 

IJ 
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We return now to the task TRIPOLI. As we have said, this task 
is divided in six phases. 

1} SECTA, MACROS the purpose of the phases SECTA and MACROS is to create 
a file of the nuclear constants required for the problem to be trea+J>!ii. 

•f A.),' rr 

2) SECTP the phase SECTP has as its purpose the storage on a file of all 
the constants which provide for the description of the weighting. 

3) GEOU the purpose of the phase GEOM consists in creating a file which 
contains the geometric input with a maximum of precalculation in the 
same format as the fast memory. 

4) TEST GEOM this phase testes the geometry. 

5) SOURCE the purpose of the phase SOURCE is to generate the charac-
teristics of, a collection of particles. 

6) M0MTEC this phase carries out the simulation of the particle histories 
and calculates the corresponding scores. MOIMTEC edits the output : 

c > -
fluxes, currents, reaction rates and spectra. 

In option, the phase MONTEC gives : (see picture 2) 

- some informations concerning the choice of the weighting 
- a file containing all results used by RETRAITEMENT and SPECTRE 
- a file containing all collision characteristics necessary for the 

programs COLLFI, FLUXPT, VISPAR. It is the collision tape. I recall •Vv 

you that COLLFI computes reaction rates and spectra, in volumes or on 
surfaces, FLUXPT calculates reaction rates and spectra at any point and 
VISPAR visualizes histories of particles. 

Let us examine now the most important characteristics of the 
TRIPOLI task itself. 
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GEOMETRY 

First the geometry. The geometry is tridimensional, it is composed 
by an assembly of volumes. These volumes are bounded by first and second 
degree surfaces. The arrangement in space is quite arbitrary. 

We have nine types of boundary surfaces for a volume : , 

- the general planes 
- the three planes perpendicular 'to the axis x, y, z 
- 'the general quadratic for instance cone or ellipsoiti 
- the sphere , f 
- the three cylinders with axis parallel to the axis x, y, z. 

" i 

The volume consists of a^single, chemically homogeneous sub^tan.ce.^ 
and has the same weighting characteristics at every point. n ^ ' ~ 

ll 
We make a special treatment of geometry containing 

parallelipipeds whose faces are perpendicular to the principal directions 
7 

Ox, Oy, Oz. ° 

Some boundary conditions are available. These conditions are given 
on the external surfaces of the geometry. A particle which reaches such a 
surface may undergo : 

- optical reflexion 
- albedo 
- rotation about the z axis 
- translation of given components < 
- escape with or without recording of the characteristics of the particle. 

These special conditions make it possible to treat repetitive 
geometries by symmetry, rotation and translation. 

o 
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The picture n° 3 shows an example of geometry discribed in 
TRIPOLI. It is the PEGASE reactor. A special phase, called TEST GEOM, 
allows to test the geometry. The purpose of this phase is : 

- first, to test the logic of the geometry 
- second, to give the distances traversed in each region along a straight 

line. This possibility allows to verify the equation 

- third to give a graphic print out for one cut through the geometry^^ 

NUCLEAR DATA 

Let us examine now how TRIPOLI use the nuclear data. 
j 

Two tyfjys of urcss sc-cUon representation are available : 

- the fine rnul ligroup representation 
- the pointwliie î eprr •splitation * 

We have suid in intrndut,Hon that there are two types of problems: 
the shielding calculations and the core calculations. 

Far the GO re calculations we use pointwise cross section below 
G keV and above 5 eV with forty five thousand points in this range. Above 
6 keV or below 3 eV, we use a fins multigroup representation. This allows 
to treat exactly the. self shielding of the cross section. 

For shielding calculations, we use only a fine multigroup 
representation of the cross sections with, for neutrons, two hundred 
seventy groups from fifteen MeV to the thermal region. For gamma rays 

a 
we use sixty groups from 10 MsV to 10 keV. 

For neutron, the data are coming from UKNDL or ENDF/B ; for 
from 

gamma rays they are coming from UKNDL of" Los Alamos Laboratory CStorm 
et Israel LA 3753]. 
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For neutrons the following interactions are treated : w,.( ,, , ') ; - elastic scattering with exact anisotropy discribed by equal probability 
- inelastic reaction with discrete levels \ 

1: 
- inelastic reaction and Cn, 2 n) isotropic in the center of mass system 
- absorption ^ 
- fission 
- thermalization with free gas model or using the frequency spectra of 

the molecule. 

For shielding problems we can also use one group of thermal 
neutrons with isotropic scattering in the laboratory system. A transport 
correction is available. 

The following interactions are treated for gamma rays : 

- photoelectric eFfect 
- pair production 
- compton scattering. 

The picture n° 4 shows the total neutron cross section for iron 
used in TRIPOLI. 

The picture n° 5 shows the multigroup gamma ray production also 
for iron and for neutron. 

WEIGHTING 

I present you now the weighting in TRIPOLI. For deep penetration 
it is necessary to bias the game. If we consider a reactor core surrounded 
by a shield, the attenuation of the flux between the core and the outside 

13 boundary of the shield can be 10 . If we want only thousand particles 
16 

at this boundary we should have to simulate 10 histories of particles. 
This is not possible : the computation time would be too expensive. 
These considerations introduce the biased game for the deep penetration 
For core problems, there is no difficulty : we don't need any biasing. 
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In TRIPOLI 2 a weight is assigned at each point X of the phase 
space. This weight is given by the relation (1) for one volume of 
the geometry : 

(1) IlL*) = 

for a given volume -L 

f l ^ i s the spatial component of the weight 

/7a(S)depends on the directionJl 

/^(.E^depends on the energy E 

We define in TRIPOLI equiweight surfaces : there are surfaces 
where the spatial weight is constant. It is the relation (2) : 

(2) equiweight surfaces S^ : /l^-?) =• & ^ N 

The equiweight surfaces are composed by an assembly of portions of 
planes, spheres, cylinders and cones. These equiweight surfaces are con-

tinuous or almost continuous. 

According to this assigned weight, biasing are made to reduce the 
variance. The following biasing are used in TRIPOLI 2 : 

- path biasing using the exponential transformation 
- collision biasing for homogeneous or heterogeneous media. 

The reduction of the variance is obtained by the following way : 
each particle has about the same contribution to the result. 
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SOURCE DISTRIBUTION 

Let us examine now the source distribution. The source density 
in space energy and direction is given by the relation (3) where : 'i 

•nT position 
B energy 
SLdirection 

Hj is a spectrum, G^ an angular distribution and the product C^ S 
is a spatial density. This expression [3] allows to treat any distri-
bution of sources. 

The particles are emitted according to the assigned weight. 

THE RESULTS 

To conclude this short presentation, I give you some explanations 
concerning the results. The user defines some regions. Each region 
contains one or several volumes defined in the geometry phase. The 
results are averaged values or integrated values on regions or on 
boundary surfaces of region. The results are spectra, fluxes and 
reaction rates with their standard deviation. 

// 
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Fig. 1 - PRINCIPAL BLOCK DIAGRAM -
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Fig 2 - CONNECTION OF THE PHASE MONTEC WITH THE AUXILIARY CODES -
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Figura 3 

3 - AN EXAMPLE OF GEOMETRY DESCRIBED IN TRIPOLI 

AN IRRADIATION LOOP IN PEGASE REACTOR -
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Fig 4 - MULTIGRDUP CROSS SECTION IN TRIPOLI -
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Fig 5 - MULTIGROUP RESPONSE IN TRIPOLI 
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